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CHAPTER1-About Miria For Migration
Miria For Migration is a datamigration solution developed by Atempo.

Miria For Migration allows you tomigrate and synchronize large volumes and high numbers of files. The solution
reliably automates high performance datamovement for your files and folders and associated ACLs between
heterogeneous storage (NAS, distributed or parallel file servers).

This document contains all the necessary information to prepare, install, configure andmanagemigration
projects. It is recommended to read this document in order.
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CHAPTER2-Migration Principles
Before starting amigration project, it is important to understand themigration principles. This chapter discusses
themain elements and challenges of amigration project and presents you the key features of Miria as a
Migration Solution.

What is a Migration Project?
A migration project consists in copying data from one storage to another. Youmay need tomigrate files
between storage to:
• Replace a legacy storage with a new one.
• Migrate files between cross-vendor storage.
• Consolidate two legacy storage in a new one.
• Sync data between remote sites and storage.

Migration Project Challenge

During amigration project, you should be able to:
• Transfer large volumes of data as fast as possible.
• Copy data when the source storage is still in production.
• Minimize the impact on the production during the synchronization steps.
• Minimize the duration of the production downtime (last step of themigration process).
• Keep the permission and extended attributes of the files.
• Supervise data transfers.

Migration Project duration

The duration of themigration project may vary significantly and depends on:
• The volumes and the number of files to migrate.
• Themodification rate on the source storage.
• The appropriate duration of the production interruption on the source storage.
• The global performance of the infrastructure (performance of source and target storage, network

bandwidth, etc.).

Miria as a Migration Solution
Miria uses a parallel processing and amulti-task environment to separate the detection of objects from the data
movement. This technology enables you to fully benefit from an optimal performance.

Miria key features are:
• Job distribution and parallelization to optimize data transfer
• Multithreading of each job tomaintain a double level of parallelism.
• FastScan technology to quickly identify themodifications made between two operations.
• Incremental and automatic file migrations between heterogeneous storage.
• Free of production downtime: storage remains 100% operational.
• Automatic object integrity andmigrated file access checks.
• Adjust performances by simply adding or removing a DataMover.

Miria guarantees that data andmetadata read on the source storage are actually written on the source storage
using signatures on files called digest and calculated with the xxHash64 hash algorithm.
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Miria features enable you to supervise themigration project throughout the different steps.
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CHAPTER3-Miria For Migration Overview
This chapter provides a detailed overview of theMiria For Migration infrastructure and technologies. A detailed
presentation of theMiriaWeb Interface allows you to understand the features used for migration projects.

Miria Components
Miria's infrastructure contains the following components:

Miria Server 
TheMiria Server manages all the DataMovers and can be installed on a dedicated physical or virtual machine.

Host Miria's data base saves the:
• Configuration settings.
• Necessary information to perform the various steps of themigration project (snapshots, FastScan,

copies on the target storage).
• Report information.

Miria Agents (Data Movers)
Miria Agents manage the datamovement, acting as DataMovers. They are key components for the global
performance of themigration operation. They must be sized appropriately (network, CPU, andmemory).

Miria For Migration Web Interface
Miria For Migration's interface is designed to facilitate themigration project. It allows you to:
• Configure your migrations.
• Supervise operations.
• View and send Activity reports by email.
• View Statistics reports.

When you log on to theWeb Interface, theMigration dashboard appears (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Miria For Migration Dashboard

TheWeb Interface helps you to supervise your migration project and is divided into two areas:

Navigation Pane

The navigation pane, located on the left, gives access to 5 different tabs:
• TheMigration tab lets you:

• Monitor the general progress.
• Choose if you want to monitor the general progress by volume or objects.
• Configuremigrations projects.

• The Logs tab lets you examine the general logs of your migration.
• The Infrastructure tab lets you see and configure your infrastructure.
• TheSettings tab lets youmanage all your settings.
• The Logout tab.

Dashboard

The Dashboard displays information about your migration. It is divided into 3 sections:
• TheGlobal Progress section lets youmonitor the volume, number and average speed of themigrated

objects.
• TheVolume/ObjectsButton lets you see the general evolution by volume or by number of objects.
• TheProjects section lets you:

• See information about projects: name, last run, first run, previous run.
• Check the status of the last run.
• Perform actions on projects: Edit, Start All Tasks, New Task, Disable, Show Logs.
• Create a New project.

The same view is available for projects and tasks.
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Typical configuration
The diagram in Figure 2 illustrates the typical migration configuration with all theMiria components:

Figure 2: Miria components in a configuration

Snapshot and FastScan Technologies
Snapshot

Snapshot technology is amarker of a file system at a particular point in time (e.g., VSS forWindows). NAS
snapshots are taken through proprietary API.

The Snapshot is used at every step of themigration project. It freezes a consistent image of the data to transfer.

FastScan

FastScan is an option available for:
• NAS NetApp
• NAS Isilon
• NAS Qumulo
• Shared file system: GPFS (General Parallel File System) .

FastScan perfoms a full scan at each run for non-compatible NAS servers.

FastScan technology optimizes the detection of modifications made on the file system between two snapshots.
To do so, FastScanmakes full use of the technical capacities of each NAS.

The retrieved list of modifications contains the following information:
• Created objects (files, directories, and links).
• Modified objects.
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• Deleted objects.
• Objects whose type has changed (e.g., a directory has become a file or vice-versa, a directory has

become a link or vice-versa, etc.).

A full scan of the list identifies the operations to be performed (objects to copy, objects to delete, modifications
to propagate, etc.) on the target storage. The combination of the FastScan followed by a full scan of the file
system is useful when themigration project is interrupted. In fact, both scans prevent already transferred data
to be transferred again whenmigration resumes.
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CHAPTER4-Prepare for a Migration Project
Atempo recommends to complete the Questionnaire on DataMigration before starting themigration project.
This preparation step will save you time later.

Before You Start
You need the following information to complete the questionnaire:
• Project information:

• Company Name.
• Migration Project information: start date, target end date, maximum expected cutover time.
• Customer participants information: name and position, phone number, email address.
• Partner participants information: name and position, phone number, email address.

• Source and Target Storage:
• Brand andmodel.
• Number of nodes.
• Data network ports and speed.
• Production state.

• SMB/CIFS and NFS data tomigrate:
• Number of shares.
• Total size of data.
• Type of files.
• Number of files.
• Number of directories.
• Average file size.

• Network environment: bandwidth, firewall, port, LACP configuration, etc.
• Migration: Source storage still in production during themigration, performance constraints during the

migration, test users to check data access and integrity, etc.
• Applications: Client applications involved in themigration, etc.

Migration Steps
A migration project consists of 3 steps:
• First SynchronizationWorkflow: an initial transfer between storages takes a first snapshot of the source

storage status. It is used as a reference at a given time (T0). The transfer copies the source storage to
the target storage.

• Incremental SynchronizationWorkflow: propagates themodifications that have beenmade on the
source storage since the previous incremental synchronization to the target storage.

• Final Synchronization (Cutover): complete themigration to the target storage while the production is
interrupted on the source storage.

These steps may take a few hours or a few weeks, depending on the amount of data, customer workflow,
testing and timeline for cutover.
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CHAPTER5-Requirements
This chapter explains the needed requirements for a correct installment and planning of amigration project.

Standard Configuration
The sizing of theMiria hardware infrastructure depends on capacity and throughput performance requirements:
• Capacity of the data volumes.
• Source platforms (brands, model, capacity, etc.).
• Type of technology: CIFS, NFS, etc.
• Type of networks for management and data access, speeds, bonding, MTU size, etc.
• Destination storage types and capacity.
• Number of files/folders to move.
• Avaibility of the FastScan: it is strongly recommended that the FasScan Technology is supported by the

source storage.

Computer and Hardware Requirements
Miria's software architecture is based on twomajor components:
• Miria Server.
• Miria Data-Movers.

Miria Server
Platform Requirements
For a small environment (less than 10 million files)

When the number of files does not exceed 10million files and the data volume is smaller than 200TB, theMiria
server can run on a virtual machine with:
• Dual-proc 8-cores.
• 32GB of RAM.

For a large environment (more than 10 million files)

When the number of files is greater than 10million files, the recommendedMiria Server configuration is the
following:
• Dual-proc 16-cores
• 64GB RAM
• Dual 10Gbe cards (for Miria Data-Movers communication)

Operating System
SeeMiria For Migration compatibility guide for more information.

Disk Requirements for Miria database

There is no disk requirement for Miria database. 

File information, workflow configuration, statistics and other relevant information are recorded in a central
repository database. Information onmetadata is not stored in this database.
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Miria Data-Movers
A data-mover simultaneously reads data from a source storage and writes data to the target storage, at the
maximum available speed. The data-mover agents provide:
• Guaranteed high-performance throughput.
• Ability to cap or control network bandwidth to ensure there is no impact on the production.
• Optimized scanning process of Miria’s software .
• Configurable job parallelization andmultithreading capabilities.

Connected data-movers automatically create a pool to improve performances. Pooled data-movers provide
redundancy and can add or remove workflow tomanage scalability.

SizingMiria data-movers requires the following information:
• Data volume (Size of volume, number of files and directories, and average file size),
• Performance throughput requirement and the type of the target (disk, tape, cloud, object).

Platform Requirements
For data volume lower than 200TB

TheMiria Server can perform the role of Data-Mover. In this scenario, HBA or HCA cards are required because
they allow you to access the target storage of theMiria Server.

For data volumes between 200 TB and 500TB

The followingMiria data-mover configuration is recommended:
• Dual-proc 16-cores
• 32GB RAM
• Specific attachment to the source storage (10Gbe, 40Gbe, 100Gbe or IB)
• Specific attachment to the target storage (10Gbe, 40Gbe, 100Gbe, IB or FC)

For data volumes between 500TB and up to 2PB

The recommended architecture contains twoMiria data-movers (configured in a single pool) with the following
configuration per datamover:
• Dual-proc 16-cores
• 32GB RAM
• TwoHDD 300GB 10K SAS drives (dedicated for Operating System)
• Specific attachment to the source storage (10Gbe, 40Gbe, 100Gbe or IB)
• Specific attachment to the target storage (10Gbe, 40Gbe, 100Gbe, IB or FC)

Operating system
SeeMiria For Migration compatibility guide for more information.

File size & performance throughput
UsingMiria software, transfer rates from the source storage to the target storage should be close to the speed
of the hardware equipment. However, performance is usually limited by the read or write operations of the file
system when there are large numbers of small files or directories.
• For large files (>10MB) datamovement, oneMiria data-mover can have a sustained throughput of

3GB/s.
• For very small files (<10kB) datamovement, oneMiria data-mover can have a sustained throughput of

1GB/s. However, if there are a very large number of directories containing a few small files, the
performance of the scan could decrease the overall performance.
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Port Number Matrix

From
Component From @IP Destination

Component To @IP Protocol Port FWRule Comment

Miria Web Interface

Acces
Server

Admin
Console
@IP

Miria Server
Miria
server
@IP

HTTP
TCP 80 IN

Port
automatically
opened by
Miria Setup

Acces
Server SSL

Admin
Console
@IP

Miria Server
Miria
server
@IP

HTTPS
TCP 443 IN

Port
automatically
opened by
Miria Setup

Miria DataMover

Engine Port Miria Agent
@IP Miria Server

Miria
server
@IP

TCP 2524 IN
Port
automatically
opened by
Miria Setup

Miria Server / DB

MaxDB
Server

Miria
Server
@IP

Miria
server
@IP

TCP 7200
MaxDb
Internal / No
need to open

SAP
MaxDB X
Server

Miria
server
@IP

TCP 7210
MaxDb
Internal / No
need to open

SAP
Database
Studio

Miria
server
@IP

TCP 7299
MaxDb
Internal / No
need to open

SAP
MaxDB X
Server with
SAP
network
protocol NI

Miria
server
@IP

TCP 7269
MaxDb
Internal / No
need to open

SAP
MaxDB X
Server with
SAP
encryption
library and
SAP
network
protocol NI

Miria
server
@IP

TCP 7270
MaxDb
Internal / No
need to open

Other

Table 1: Port Numbers per Component
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From
Component From @IP Destination

Component To @IP Protocol Port FWRule Comment

Miria server
Miria
Server
@IP

Mail Server
SMTP
Server
@IP

TCP 25 / 2525 OUT
Port needed
for mail
notification

External
storage

Miria
Server
@IP

Cloud/S3
like storage

Provider
@IP TCP provider

dependant OUT

Port needed
in function of
target
cloud/S3
storage

NFS Miria
Server
@IP

NFS Storage Storage
@IP

TCP/UDP 111 OUT

TCP/UDP 2049 OUT

CIFS Miria
Server
@IP

CIFS
Storage

Storage
@IP

UDP 137-138 OUT

TCP 139 / 445 OUT

Table 1: Port Numbers per Component
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CHAPTER6- Install
This chapter helps you to install Miria For Migration and tomanage the product license upon your first login.

Prerequisites
Before installingMiria, make sure to:
• Prepare the operating system and apply any required OS patches.
• Check the AtempoCompatibility Guide.
• Read the Requirements section.
• Read the Before You Start section.
• Download the latest GA release from https://support.atempo.com.
• Gather Host MAC Address to generate the license.
• Prepare all necessary information: logins for all components, list of shares tomigrate, etc.
• Prepare a desktop or X-term environment to install Miria agents on the servers and data-movers.

Installation binaries are GUI based.

Install Miria For Migration
Miria For Migration installation utilizes 1 binary: installMiria. This binary holds theMiria server component,
including the web interface, additional data-movers andMaxDB database.
1. Run the installMiria binary.
2. Select the language.
3. Accept the license.
4. In the Installation Type Selectionwindow, select Server.
5. In the Install setwindow, select Typical.
6. In the Install Folderwindow, choose a new path or leave default forMiria's directory.
7. In theAtempo Digital Archive Access Serverwindow, check secured HTTPS and write a port number

(443 is recommended).
8. In the Firewall Configuration window, select Yes to configure Firewall automatically (works on both

Windows and RedHat).
9. In thePre-Installation Summarywindow, review the installation summary and click Install.
10. In the Install Completewindow, check the final status and perform troubleshooting if necessary.

Install Additional Miria Agent or Data-Movers
(optional)
An agent can be a data-mover or a source or target platform.

By default, Miria server has an agent install. However, this agent is not activated.

Additional Data-Movers can be installed tomeet various workflow requirements:
• Multiprotocol support (needs Windows for CIFS and Linux for NFS).
• Improved performances (tasks will be parallelized).
• Improved availability (in case of failure of a DataMover).

Miria For Migration 13
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To install Miria agent:

1. Run the installMiria binary.
2. Select the language.
3. Accept the license.
4. In the Installation Type Selectionwindow, select Agent.
5. In the Install setwindow, select Typical.
6. In the Install Folderwindow, choose a new path or leave default forMiria's directory.
7. In theAtempo Digital Archive Access Serverwindow, check secured HTTPS and write a port number

(443 is recommended).
8. In the Firewall Configuration window, select Yes to configure Firewall automatically (works on both

Windows and RedHat).
9. In thePre-Installation Summarywindow, review the installation summary and click Install.
10. In the Install Completewindow, check the final status and perform troubleshooting if necessary.

Manage the License
When you log in for the first time, you will be redirected to a License entry page. It is possible to ask for a Demo
License.

If you do not have a license, contact LKS@atempo.com.
1. Open the generation link provided by Atempo License Key Service (received by email).
2. Enter your License authorization code to log in then click Generate.
3. Select Components.
4. Select all theMiria items you need.
5. Enter theHostID (mac adress).
6. Click theGenerate button. You should receive your license file by email, you can also download the

license file directly.
7. Connect to theMiria For MigrationWeb Interface.
8. Click on theSettings tab.
9. On the license section, click on theContent tab.
10. Copy and paste the license file content.
11. Click onUpdate License. The status of a valid license is displayed in Figure 3.

Figure 3: A valid product license in theWeb Interface
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CHAPTER7-Launch the Application
1. Open a web navigator.
2. Type theMiria For Migration server URL: <ADA server IP Address>/webapp. The login window appears

as in Figure 4.
3. Enter your authentication information:

• Username: At the first connection, type "root". This user has all rights. You will then have to
choose a new username that cannot bemodified.

• Password.

Figure 4: Authentication window to access theWeb Interface
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CHAPTER8-Configure the Infrastructure
This chapter helps you to configure themigration infrastructure.

Add Agent(s)
An agent can be:
• A data-mover.
• A source or target platform.

You need to add agent(s) to be able to select them when setting up themigration.
1. Connect to theMiria For Migration Interface.
2. Click on the Infrastructure tab.

3. In the top right corner, click on the button > Add agent(s).
4. In theChoose Agents to add window, select agent(s) you want to add.
5. Click onAdd Agent.

Configure Platforms
This chapter explains how to configure your platforms:
• Configure a NetApp Storage
• Configure an Isilon Storage

Configure a NetApp Storage
NetApp provides an API to manage volumes and snapshots. Miria can use the NetApp FastScan functionality
to generate reports on the differences between two snapshots. FastScan is not compatible with FlexGroup type
volumes.

NetApp NAS Platform Prerequisites:
• NetAppmust be at least Version 8, in bothmodes:

• 7-mode
• Cluster (Version 8.2.1minimum)

• The NetApp volume languagemust be UTF-8.
• The following flags must be active on these volumes:

• creation UNICODE
• conversion UNICODE

It is usually necessary to have a specific user account to use fastscan. See Create a NetApp Specific User for
more information.

Configure an Isilon Storage
Isilon OneFS provides an API to manage:
• Cluster
• Monitoring functionalities
• Files and directories on the cluster
• Snapshots
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• FastScan reports.

Requests are sent to the API through a REST (Representational State Transfer) interface, by calling HTTP
methods to dedicated URLs.

The Isilon API allows you to create reports using the FastScan (i.e., differences between snapshots)
functionality. In incremental mode, the Synchronization task uses FastScan to speed up the file scanning in the
Isilon file system.

At each Synchronization task execution, Miria creates a snapshot. When running in incremental mode, the
Synchronization task requests a FastScan report between the current snapshot and the snapshot associated
with the previous execution of the task. This report lists themodified files that the task has processed.

Isilon NASPlatform Prerequisites
ForMiria to support the Isilon NAS platform and the FastScan functionality, youmust:
• Allow theMiria agent to access the Isilon file system. To do so, the Isilon cluster must have:

• a NFS export mount point on the Unix/MacOS Miria agent.
• a CIFS export mount point on theWindows Miria agent.
When configuring Isilon for NFS export, Atempo recommends adding the Unix/macOS Miria agent to the
Root Client list. This allows theMiria agent to write files on the Isilon cluster as the root user. For details,
see IsilonWeb Administration Interface.

Note: When configuring Isilon for NFS export, Atempo recommends adding the Unix/macOS Miria
agent to theRoot Client list. This allows theMiria agent to write files on the Isilon cluster as the root
user. For details, see IsilonWeb Administration Interface.

• Assure that theMiria agent for Isilon 7.2 can run SSH (Secure Shell) commands on the Isilon cluster with
the user defined in theConnector tab. For Isilon 8.x, all necessary actions are supported by the REST
API.

• Assure that Miria agents supporting the Isilon API areWindows and Unix-64 bits.
• Verify that Miria supports the Isilon OneFS versions 7.2, 8.0 and 8.1. For details, see the Isilon OneFS

Web Administration Interface.
• Set cluster Encoding to UTF-8.
• Have a valid licensed SnapshotIQmodule for the Isilon OneFS Cluster. For details, see the Isilon

OneFSWeb Administration Interface.
• Have a valid Miria license for the FastScan functionality.
• Isilon OneFS 8.0 and higher. Ensure that the ChangelistCreate job is enabled on the Isilon

configuration.

To check that the ChangelistCreate job is enabled

1. From the IsilonWeb Administration Console, Select Job Operations > Job Types.
2. Edit the ChangelistCreate job details.
3. In theEditJob Type Detailswindow, ensure that Enable this Job Type check box is selected.

Stream Options
String representing the stream behavior.

For an Isilon NAS, you can define the stream options in theProperties pane, NAS tabs,Windows (CIFS)
and/orUnix/MacOS (NFS) tabs.

Examples of Options:
• host= This option is mandatory if several data-movers must move the data to bemigrated. The value is

the name of the directory to bemigrated. It must be specified identically on each of the data-movers.
• source_roaming=On a clustered Isilon architecture, youmay collect the data tomigrate from several

Isilon nodes instead of only one. This enables you to optimize the bandwidth, particularly whenmigrating
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a large number of files.

Use the Isilon syntax to complete theStream Options field. For instance, to specify that the data
located in /mnt/isilon1 can also be accessed from /mnt/isilon2 and /mnt/isilon3, enter this
command:

source_roaming=/mnt/isilon1,/mnt/isilon1-/mnt/isilon2-/mnt/isilon3

Add a new NAS platform
NAS platforms allow you to add the source and target for your migration.

Step 1: Connection

1. Connect to theWeb Interface of Miria For Migration.
2. Click on the Infrastructure tab.

3. In the top right corner, click on the button > Add NAS.

Step 2: Configuration

1. Choose the type of your NAS (Isilon, NetApp, Qumulo, etc.) orOther for standard CIFS/NFS file servers.
2. For Isilon, NetApp andQumulo, switch onAdvanced Storage Integration to enable Snapshot and

Fastscan.
3. Select the protocol relating to the agent: CIFS or NFS.
4. In theDatamovers section, select the agent used for the datamovement.
5. Click Next.

Step 3 : Advanced Storage Integration (optional)

Note: If you choose Isilon, NetApp or Qumulo and switch onAdvanced Storage Integration, onemore
step is available.

1. In theNetwork section, enter the NAS API credentials. Fields vary depending on the type of NAS.
2. If needed, check Ignore SSL Check Certificate.
3. If needed, in theOptions section, enableSnapshot .
4. If needed, enableFastScan , enter themaximum number of FastScan and choose if you want to use

regular scanning if the last snapshot is missing.
5. Click Next.

Step 4: Options and summary

1. In theStream Option section, you can enter stream options depending on the platform type.
2. Click Next.
3. Read theSummary of the NAS.
4. Enter your NAS name.
5. If you chose CIFS protocol, enter the user name and the password of your windows account.
6. Click onAdd NAS.

Add Shared File System
A Shared File system allows you to add the source and target for your migration.
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Step 1: Connection

1. Connect to theWeb Interface of Miria For Migration.
2. Click on the Infrastructure tab.

3. In the top right corner, click on the button Add Shared File System (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Adding a Shared File System from theWeb Interface

Step 2: Configuration

1. Choose the type of your Shared File System.
2. (Optional) If you choose IBM GPFS, enableAdvanced Storage Integration for Snapshot and Fastscan .
3. In theDatamovers section, select the agent used for the datamovement.
4. Click Next.

Step 3 : Advanced Storage Integration (optional)

If you turn ontick Advanced Storage Integration, this step is available.
1. If needed, enableSnapshot.
2. If needed, enable FastScan, enter themaximum number of FastScan and choose if you want to use

regular scanning if last snapshot is missing.
3. Click Next.

Step 4: Options and summary

1. In theStream Option section, you can enter stream options depending on the platform type.
2. Click Next.
3. Read theSummary.
4. Enter your Shared File System name.
5. Click onAdd Shared File System.

Edit a Platform
1. Click on the Infrastructure tab.

2. From the list of platforms, click on the button.
3. Follow the procedure to add a new platform. See also:

• Add a new NAS platform.
• Add Shared File System.
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CHAPTER9-Organize and Configure the
Migration
This chapter helps you to organize a project and define the tasks within amigration project.

Organize Projects
Miria For Migration is organized by projects. It is possible to managemultiple projects with varying tasks in each
of one of them.

Project description
A project allows you to group several tasks together in order to provide global statistics on amigration.

You can access the Project Overview by clicking on a project.

The Project Overview window allows you to:
• See the Project Global progress.
• Consult information on the tasks inside the project.
• Create a New task.

Tasks description
A task defines a source and target for migration. In general, a project involves several tasks.

You can access the Task Overview by clicking on a task.

The Task Overview window shows:
• The Task Global progress.
• Information about runs.
• Information about Snapshots.

Configure the Migration
To start a migration, you need to create a project and a set of tasks.

Create a New Project
1. Connect to theWeb InterfaceMiria For Migration.
2. In theMigration tab, click onNew project.
3. Enter your Project name.

Your project is created.

Create a New Task
Step 1: Create a New Task

1. Connect to theWeb InterfaceMiria For Migration.
2. In theMigration tab, click on the project for which you want to create a task.
3. In the Tasks section, click onNew task. The task configuration wizard appears (see Figure 7).
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Figure 6: The search feature functions as a drop-downmenu to select a source and destination

Step 2: Select Source and Target

1. Select a source (location of the data tomove / migrate).
2. Select a target ( target storage which will receive themigrated objects and will take the role of the

production server once themigration process has finished).
3. Click Next.

Step 3: Objects to Migrate

1. Select your objects to migrate.
2. Select a target for your objects.
3. Click onAdd. You can repeat this procedure if you have various sources and target paths for your

objects.
4. Choose the objects (files and directories) you want to include or exclude.
5. Click Next.

Step 4: Additional Options

1. Choose the synchronization type between: As Settings (Echo), Subscribe, Contribute, Combine.
2. To define a schedule, enableAllow Scheduling:

a. Select the day of the week and the frequency you want the task to run.
b. Select the hours andminutes you want the task to run.

3. To split the current task into multiple tasks, enableSplit tasks.
4. To activate themultithreading feature to parellize the inputs and outputs between data-movers, enable

Thread and write a numerical value from 1 to 128. This parameter sets themaximum number of parallel
input / output streams. The higher its value, the better the performance of the source pool when
transferring data.
The optimum value for the Number of Threads parameter depends on the number of cores available to
each of the data-movers that make up the source platform pool. To calculate this value, divide by 2 the
number of cores of data-movers that are part of the pool.

Example:
For a pool where each data-mover has 8 cores, set this value to 4. For a pool where the number of
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cores is different between data-movers, divide by 2 the number of cores of the datamover with the
smallest number of cores. If one of the datamovers has 16 cores and another has 32, set this value
to 8. The recommended value here is the number of data-mover cores divided by two.

5. To use jobs parallelization, enable Jobs Parallelization. The jobs parallelization settings accelerate data
movements. This is useful for large volumes of data because it allows, for example, to write several files
simultaneously on the target file system.
By default, the task scans the entire storage to identify the items to bemigrated, lists them, and creates a
selection of the files. The task cannot trigger themigration job until the selection step is complete. This
collection process can be time consuming if the number of files to be processed is very high and / or if the
deduplication is activated.

6. (Optional)When job parallelism is enabled, set:
a. Themaximum number of simultaneous parallel jobs: in general, 2 times the number of data-movers

that make up the platform pool.
b. The number of minutes you want before starting a new job.
c. Themaximum volumes in GB you want before starting a new job. The default value is 1024GB.
d. Themaximum number of files you want before starting a new job. The default value is 250,000 files.
e. To set only one of the limits (time, size, or number of files), enter 0 in the field that the

Synchronization task should ignore. Youmust define at least one of the three fields.

Note: Each of these limits define when a new job will be started. The selection operation continues
in parallel with the copy job until the defined limit is reached again, which in turn will cause a new
copy job. This continues until you reach themaximum number of parallel copies allowed.

The limitation(s) on file selection should be sufficient to allow the job to select enough files to
process, but not toomuch to prevent the data-mover from being idle when selecting files.
Experience determines the best compromise between these priorities.

Three limits are considered during the synchronization job. They are presented in the following order:

1. Volume of the selection
2. Number of files in the selection
3. Time : even if the selection has not reached volume or number, the copy job is triggered at the end
of the set time.

7. Choose to copy:
• Everything.
• Only permissions (ACL), extended attributes (XATTR) and alternate data streams (ADS).

8. Click onNext.

Step 5: Summary

1. Read theSummary of the task.
2. Name your task.
3. Associate Task to Project.
4. Click onNew Task.

Edit a Project
1. Click either on:

• The configuration button on the dashboard.
Or

• The button in the project overview.
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2. Click onEdit Project.
3. Enter a new name for your project.
4. Click onUpdate project.

Edit a Task
1. Click either on:

• The configuration button in the project overview.
Or

• The button in the task overview.
2. Modify the section to edit. See Create a New Task for information.

Start Task(s)
A project may consist of multiple tasks. You can start all tasks at the same time or decide to start a task
independently.

Start a Single Task

1. Select your project.

2. In the Tasks section, click on the button of a task.
3. Choose one of the following options:

a. Start Task.
b. Start Task in Test Mode.
c. Start Task with Pre-Cutover.

Start All Tasks

1. Click either on:

• The configuration button of your project.
Or

• The button in the project/task overview.
2. Choose to:

• Start All Tasks.
• Start All Tasks in Test Mode.
• Start All Tasks with Pre-Cutover.

Disable a Project or a Task
1. Click either on:

• The configuration button .
Or

• The button in the project/task overview.
2. Click onDisable.
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CHAPTER10-Manage the Migration
Tomanage amigration, tasks must be started at each step of themigration project:
• If a task is scheduled, it will start automatically. See Step 4: Additional Options.
• If a task is not scheduled, you have to start the task manually. See Start Task(s).

A migration project consists of 3 steps:
• First SynchronizationWorkflow: an initial transfer between storages.
• Incremental SynchronizationWorkflow: consecutive incremental synchronizations.
• Final Synchronization (Cutover): a final incremental synchronization.

First Synchronization Workflow
The first step in amigration process consists of synchronizing the initial transfer of data between the source
storage to the target. This process is different if the snapshot is set or not.

With Snapshot:

The process consists of three phases:
1. Make a reference snapshot of the source storage (see Figure 9).
2. Perform a full scan of the snapshot.
3. Copy data on the target storage.

Figure 7: Diagram of a reference snapshot from a source to a target storage

Without Snapshot:

If snapshot is not available on the source storage, the process consists of two phases:
1. Walk the file system.
2. Copy data to the target storage.
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To start the first synchronization workflow:

1. Open the project or the task you want to migrate.
2. Click on Start Task(s).

Incremental Synchronization Workflow
The incremental synchronization workflow corresponds to iterations of the synchronization task. This process
is displayed in Figure 10. It can take several days or weeks depending on your data volume.

Figure 8: Incremental synchronization from a source to a target storage

Each synchronization follows 5 sequential stages:

1. Second snapshot of the source storage.

2. FastScan retrieves the list of objects that have beenmodified since the previous snapshot.

3. Miria For Migration validates the list returned by FastScan through comparison between source and target
storage. Miria For Migration produces a change list.

4. Detectedmodifications are propagated (creation, deletion, etc.) to the target storage.

5. Previous snapshot is deleted.

Note: Adding additional data-movers will reduce the time needed for migration.

These incremental synchronizations enable the operations to converge towards the final synchronization.

To manage the incremental synchronization workflow:

1. Open the project or the task you already run in the First SynchronizationWorkflow.
2. Click on Start Task(s).
3. Control runs and snapshots information.
4. Start the tasks as many times as necessary.
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Final Synchronization (Cutover)
The final synchronization is performed to complete the datamigration to the target storage while the production
is stopped on the source storage. This process is displayed in Figure 11.

Note: During the final synchronization, the source storagemust be off-line in accordance with the
customer's constraints. This should have been predefined in the preparation and planning phase.

Cutover times are dependent on the size of the data sets beingmigrated and the daily change rate.

Figure 9: Diagram of the cut-over process

To start the final synchronization:

1. Stop production on the source storage or set to read only.
2. Open the project or the task you already run.
3. Click on Start Task(s).
4. Start production on the target storage.
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CHAPTER10-Monitor Miria For Migration
Several features are available in Miria to monitor the configuration of your migration.

Generate an Environment Report
1. Click on the Infrastructure tab.

2. From the list of platforms, click on the button.
3. In theEnvironment Report view:

• Select the + icon to generate a new report.
Or
• Download a previous report from the list.

Explore a Platform
TheWeb Interface is equipped with a check option tomake sure a connection with a source or target storage is
established.
1. Click on the Infrastructure tab.

2. From the list of platforms, click on the button. You can browse the storage to verify each element (see
Figure 6).

Figure 10: The arrow keys enable to navigate

Test the API Connection of a Platform
1. Click on the Infrastructure tab.

2. From the list of platforms, click on the button.
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Monitor the Task Progress
1. In theMigration tab, click on a project.
2. Select a task. When a task is started you canmonitor its progress in the Task overview (see Figure 8).

Figure 11: Running jobs can bemonitored from the global task progress

Show Project or Task Logs
1. Click either on:

• The configuration button .
Or

• The button in the project/task overview.
2. Click onShow Logs.
3. (Optional) In theGlobal Logs view, use the buttons in the upper right corner to:

• Filter the logs results.
• Refresh the list.
• Export all the logs as a CSV file.
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APPENDIX Create a NetApp Specific User
NetApp enables you to create a specific user in bothmodes: 7-mode and Cluster.

To create a specific user in 7-mode

To operate a user in 7-mode inMiria, youmust assign the login-http-admin and api-* privileges to this user.
1. Connect to NetApp with the root/admin account.
2. Create a role, a group associated with the role, and a user associated with the group.

Step 1. Adding a Role with Privileges

JECKEL> useradmin role add adarole -a login-http-admin,api-*

Role <adarole> added.

JECKEL> Thu Feb 15 14:35:17 CET [JECKEL:useradmin.added.deleted:info]:

The role 'adarole' has been added.

Step 2. Checking the Role Creation

JECKEL> useradmin role list adarole

Name: adarole

Info:

Allowed Capabilities: login-http-admin,api-*

Step 3. Adding a group and Associating the Group with the Role

JECKEL> useradmin group add adagroup -r adarole

Group <adagroup> added.

JECKEL> Thu Feb 15 14:43:48 CET [JECKEL:useradmin.added.deleted:info]:

The group 'adagroup' has been added.

Step 4. Checking the Group Creation

JECKEL> useradmin group list adagroup

Name: adagroup

Info:

Rid: 131085

Roles: adarole

Allowed Capabilities: login-http-admin,api-*

Step 5. Adding a User

JECKEL> useradmin user add adauser -n adauser -g adagroup

New password:

Retype new password:
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User <adauser> added.

JECKEL> Thu Feb 15 14:45:08 CET [JECKEL:useradmin.added.deleted:info]:

The user 'adauser' has been added.

Step 6. Checking the User Creation

JECKEL> useradmin user list adauser

Name: adauser

Info:

Rid: 131086

Groups: adagroup

Full Name: adauser

Allowed Capabilities: login-http-admin,api-*

Password min/max age in days: 0/4294967295

Status: enabled

To create a specific user in Cluster mode

To operate a user in Cluster mode inMiria, youmust assign these privileges to this user :
security login readonly
snapdiff all
version readonly
volume create readonly
volume modify readonly
volume show readonly
volume snapshot create all
volume snapshot delete all
volume snapshot modify all
volume snapshot show all
vserver cifs share create all
vserver cifs share delete all
vserver cifs share modify all
vserver cifs share show all
vserver cifs share access-control create all
vserver cifs share access-control delete all
vserver cifs share access-control modify all
vserver cifs share access-control show all
1. Connect to NetApp with the root/admin account.
2. Create a role and a user associated with the role for the virtual server (vserver) used as the name of the

NSA inMiria.

Examples of Commands Used in Cluster Mode:

l security login role create -vserver QAVSONTAP91 -role adarole cmddirname DEFAULT -
access none

l security login role create -vserver QAVSONTAP91 -role adarole cmddirname version -
access readonly
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l security login role create -vserver QAVSONTAP91 -role adarole cmddirname "volume
show" -access readonly

l security login role create -vserver QAVSONTAP91 -role adarole cmddirname "vserver
cifs share create" -access all

l security login role create -vserver QAVSONTAP91 -role adarole cmddirname "security
login" -access readonly

l security login role create -vserver QAVSONTAP91 -role adarole cmddirname "volume
snapshot show" -access all

l security login role create -vserver QAVSONTAP91 -role adarole cmddirname "volume
snapshot delete" -access all

l security login role create -vserver QAVSONTAP91 -role adarole cmddirname snapdiff -
access all

l security login role create -vserver QAVSONTAP91 -role adarole cmddirname "vserver
export-policy" -access all

l security login role create -vserver QAVSONTAP91 -role adarole cmddirname "vserver
cifs share access-control show" -access all

l security login create -vserver QAVSONTAP91 -user-or-group-name adauser application
ontapi -authentication-method password -role adarole

To check the role

qaclusterontap91::> security login role show -vserver QAVSONTAP91 -role adarole

Vserver Role Name Command/Directory Access Query
Level

QAVSONTAP91 DEFAULT none

adarole readonly

security login all

snapdiff all

version readonly

volume create readonly

volume modify readonly

volume show readonly

volume snapshot create all

volume snapshot delete all

volume snapshot modify all

volume snapshot show all

Table 2: Role name entries
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Vserver Role Name Command/Directory Access Query
Level

vserver cifs share access-control
create

all

vserver cifs share access-control
delete

all

vserver cifs share access-control
modify

all

vserver cifs share access-control show all

vserver cifs share create all

vserver cifs share delete all

vserver cifs share modify all

vserver cifs share show all

vserver export-policy all

Table 2: Role name entries

20 entries were displayed.

To check the role

qaclusterontap91::> security login show -vserver QAVSONTAP91 adauser

Vserver: QAVSONTAP91

Authentication Acct Is-Nsswitch

User/Group Name Application Method Role Name LockedGroup

----------------- ------------------------ ---------------- ----------------- --------- ---------------

adauser ontapi password adarole no no
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